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Choose the correct sentence.
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✔
■
■

0A ‘How can you possibly sleep more, George?’ Harris said.
0B ‘How can you possibly more sleep, George?’ Harris said.

■
■

1A We were both surprised that the idea was George’s.
1B We were surprised both that the idea was George’s

■
■

2A Yes, Harris will be like exactly Uncle Podger he is older!
2B Yes, Harris will be exactly like Uncle Podger he is older!

■
■

3A We should think about the things we can’t at home leave.
3B We should think about the things we can’t leave at home.

■
■

4A There is nothing better than jumping into the river for a swim.
4B There is better nothing than jumping into the river for a swim.

■
■

5A I can’t sit down and watch else someone work.
5B I can’t sit down and watch someone else work.

■
■

6A Boats waited at Kingston to carry across people the river.
6B Boats waited at Kingston to carry people across the river.
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TEST YOURSELF
Can you remember?

1

What did J., George and Harris use to try to open the tin of
pineapple?
■ A a lock		
■ B the mast ■ C a sail

2 What did they use to boil water?
■ A a rope		
■ B a tin

■ C a kettle

3 What did Harris use to make scrambled eggs?
■ A a frying pan
■ B an egg pan ■ C a kettle
4 What did George use to play ‘music’?
■ A banjo 		
■ B canvas
■ C a boat
5 Which animal attacked Harris when he was on the island?
■ A a cat		
■ B a dog
■ C a swan
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Key (KET)– Reading
Which is the right answer, A, B or C?
1

Are you ready to leave?

■ a Yes I went yesterday.
■ b I will tell her.
■ c I’ll be five minutes.
2 Have you ever seen George do any work?
■ a It’s not true!
■ b Not for a long time.
■ c I always work.
3 Will you pull us up the river?
■ a Of course, we will be happy to.
■ b You should go for a swim.
■ c Not at all.
4 What will the weather be like tomorrow?
■ a It isn’t.
■ b I’ve not been in a storm.
■ c It will rain.
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FOCUS ON...

Characters
The book was initially intended to be a serious travel guide, with accounts of local history
along the route, but the humorous elements took over to the point where the serious and
somewhat sentimental passages seem a distraction to the comic novel. One of the most
praised things about Three Men in a Boat is how undated it appears to modern readers –
the jokes seem fresh and witty even today. The three men are based on Jerome himself
(the narrator Jerome K. Jerome) and two real-life friends, George Wingrave (who would
become a senior manager at Barclays Bank) and Carl Hentschel (the founder of a London
printing business, called Harris in the book), with whom Jerome often took boating trips.
The dog, Montmorency, is entirely fictional but, “as Jerome admits, developed out of that
area of inner consciousness which, in all Englishmen, contains an element of the dog.” The
trip is a typical boating holiday of the time in a Thames camping skiff. This was just after
commercial boat traffic on the Upper Thames had died out, replaced by the 1880s craze for
boating as a leisure activity.
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